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Distributed Garbage Collection In the System IS Good 

David Plainfosse Marc Shapiro 

INRIA, BP 105, 78153 Rocquencourt Cedex, France 

Abstract 

We present a protocol for the distributed detection 

of garbage in a distributed system subject to common 

failures such as lost and duplicated messages, network 
partition, dismounted disks, and process, site and disk 
crashes. The protocol uses only information local to 
each site, or exchanged between pairs of sites; no global 
mechanism is necessary. Since overhead is low, the 
protocol can be integrated into the operating system. 
We show than a logical separation of responsibility al
lows to integrate in the operating system the detection 
role leaving up to the application the collection role. 

1 Introduction 

Recent development of the object-oriented technol
ogy has sparked interest in low-level support systems 
for user-defined objects. A number of operating sys
tems [4, 7] and database systems [9] offer such support. 

Until recently, garbage collection has been often 
judged too language-dependent, too complex and too 
costly for general-purpose systems. In contrast, we 
think that operating systems should be designed and 
implemented to offer support for garbage collection. 
Our approach is to provide a generic service for dis
tributed garbage detection, building upon existing, 
language-dependent, local garbage collectors. 

One important aspect of objects is that one may 
contain references to other objects. A program's activ
ity creates objects and modifies the references between 
them; an object for which no reference remains has be
come inaccessible garbage and could be de-allocated. 
Manual deallocation is notoriously error-prone. Auto
matic garbage collection (GC) is a valuable service as 
it frees programmer resources and is safer than manual 
collection. 

Moreover GC must be provided for persistent stor
age. Without garbage collection, persistent garbage 
objects arc not collected and eventually fill the storage 
entirely. A stable storage server benefits from garbage 

collection in two ways: GC saves disk space, and it 
reduces traffic at commit time. 

In distributed object oriented systems, objects are 
spread among spaces. Objects localized in separate 
spaces can reference each other. Our distributed 
garbage protocol traces those remote references to 
propagate object accessibility between spaces. Dis
tributed GC is harder than local GC because the lo
cal collectors must be coordinated, to keep track of 
changing references between spaces. The problem is 
further complicated by considering the common fail
ures of distributed systems such as lost, duplicated, 
and late messages, and crashes of individual spaces. 
Finally, a realistic distributed protocol must scale to 
any number of network nodes. 

One can consider that GC is not an OS problem 
and should be implemented at the language or appli
cation level. In contrast, we divide our distributed 
GC into two layers: a set of local GCs (LGC), know
ing about objects' structure and/or semantics; and 
a generic, OS-supplied, distributed garbage detector 
(DGD). The integration of the GC into OS simpli
fies OS mechanisms such as object migration. In par
ticular, migrating objects are still accessible during 
transit. For instance, a port can be migrated whille 
receiving messages. Such messages will be forwarded 
granted to GC informations. 

In contrast to previous proposals[lO, 5], our DG D 
protocol is based on reasonable, weak assumptions. It 
will scale to any number of nodes. It continues to 
function correctly in the presence of lost, duplicated, 
or out-of-order messages, or of node crashes (in a fail
stop manner); it allows objects to migrate or become 
deleted while referenced. Both transient and persis
tent objects or spaces are supported. 

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. First sec
tion 2 discusses the principles of garbage detection and 
collection, and previous work on distributed GC. Then 
the section 3 describes briefly the interactions between 
each protocol's layers. The following section 4 presents 
the protocol itself <tnd some specific subprotocols. In 
Section 5 we develop the fault-tolerance aspects. Fi-
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2 Principles of distributed garbage de
tection, and previous work 

The purpose of garbage detection is to distinguish 
objects accessible from a so-called root, from others 
which are called garbage. Classically one distinguishes 
two roles: the mutator and the collector [2). Divid
ing the work of the collector into two parts, garbage 
detection and garbage disposal, we will speak of the 
detector role. 

There are two well-known families of garbage col
lection algorithms. Reference counting algorithms at
tach a counter to each object, maintaining the (very 
strong) invariant that the value of the counter is at all 
time equal to the number of references to the object. 
This is inherently hard in a distributed environment, 
especially with failures. We will not consider reference 
counting algorithms any further. Note however that 
in the case where messages are reliable, an ODT entry 
(defined later) degenerates to a local reference count. 

In tracing, the detector performs a walk of the 
"refers to" graph, starting from the root; at the end 
of the graph traversal, any objects not reached are 
garbage. 

In Vestal's [10] tracing algorithm, the universe is 
divided in "areas", in which parallel collection may 
occur. It is characterized by a high space overhead, 
and does not take advantage of locality: each collector 
performs a global transitive closure starting at the root 
of one area. 

Hughes [5] proposes a garbage collector for a 
distributed-memory multiprocessor with a single 
clock. Each area has its own local root; a detector 
repeatedly starts at each local root. The simplicity of 
Hughes' algorithm is quite appealing : each globally 
shared objects is timestamped with the latest time at 
which it was inaccessible from some space. The al
gorithm is based on the premise that timestamps of 
accessible objects continue to increase while those of 
garbage objects eventually become constant. An ob
ject is identified as garbage when its timestamps is 
lower than a global lower bound. However determin
ing this global lower bound requires a termination al
gorithm. 

Liskov and Ladin [6), describe a fault tolerant dis
tributed garbage detector based on a highly available 
service, which is logically centralized but physically 
replicated. Nodes may crash (fail-stop) and recover, 
messages may be lost or delivered out of order. All 
objects and tables are assumed backed up in stable 
storage. Clocks are synchronized, and message deliv
ery delay is bounded. The distributed garbage detec-

tor relies on local tracing garbage collectors informing 
the centralized service about its references to remote 
objects. Local collectors query the centralized service 
about the real accessibility of their public objects to 
better estimate their root. 

Dead inter-site cycles are detected by the central
ized service. Based on the paths transmitted, the 
ce.ntralized service builds the graph of inter-site ref
erences, and detects dead cycles with a standard GC 
algorithm. 

3 Separation of Responsibility 

The application (mutator) rests upon two separate 
layers of object management (see Figure 1). The bot
tom layer is independent of object semantics, struc
ture, or programming language: this is the distributed 
garbage detector (DGD) specified in [8) and described 
briefly here. The DGD only propagates accessibility 
information supplied by the upper layer. 

Figure 1: System Layering 
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The upper layer is a standard (language-specific) 
run-time, extended to interface with our DGD. In the 
upper layer one finds storage management (object al
location and local tracing garbage collection) as well as 
remote invocation functions (communication stubs). 

The two layers share information in the form of ta
bles of incoming and outgoing references, respectively 
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called the ODT and ERT (see below). The coopera
tion between layers is limited to simple interactions to 
maintain these tables. In particular, no extra system 
calls are necessary. 

Mutators in different spaces communicate by RPC
style invocation (i.e. by messages). An invocation is 
mediated by mechanically-generated stubs for mar
shalling and unmarshalling messages; a stub interfaces 
between the application and the system, by encoding 
type information into a typeless form. The arguments 
to an invocation or return contain any mixture of pure 
data, references, and migrating objects. When send
ing or receiving a message, the stub first writes in
formation about the remote references or objects into 
tables, which are shared between the LGC and the 
DGD layers. 

To provide fault tolerance, extra time and owner
ship information is piggy-backed onto the existing mu
tator messages, and occasional control messages are 
exchanged to inform LGDs of inaccessible objects. 

4 Distributed Garbage Detection 
Mechanisms 

The detection protocol is based on local garbage 
collectors of the marking family, and interaction of 
a number of sub-protocols: the finder protocol, a 
reference-sending protocol (omitted here), an object
migration protocol, an interaction protocol between 
local collectors, and a cycle detection protocol. 

Each disjoint space maintains a list of potential in
coming and outgoing references, called respectively 
the Object Directory Table (ODT) and External Ref
erence Table (ERT). Both the ODT and the ERT are 
conservative estimates. If two different spaces possibly 
refer to a single object of space A, each will be assigned 
its own ODT entry in ODTA. This differs from refer
ence counting, because we need an entry per remote 
space to deal with unreliable communication. 

Local garbage collection proceeds from the union 
of the local root and the ODT and remove entries in 
the ERT, which in turn allows previously-pointed-to 
ODTs to be collected. Since local GC starts from 
the union of the local root with the (conservatively 
estimated) ODT, all non-reachable local objects are 
true garbage. Each local GC cleans the ERT of useless 
stubs. In turn, ERTs are used to clean the ODTs, 
yielding successively better estimates. 

To sum up, global garbage detection occurs by pair
wise cooperation between spaces. Local GC conserva
tively updates the ERT; each such ERT is in turn used 

to conservatively create new versions of the ODTs. 
Local GC contributes to clean up the local ERT, and 
hence remote ODTs. 

This discussion shows that the garbage detection al
gorithm sketched above is indeed correct (a conserva
tive estimate of live objects is maintained at all times) 
and does eventually find some garbage. However, as 
we will see next, it does not detect inter-space cycles 
of garbage. 

4.1 Finding an object 

To use an object reference it is necessary to track 
the corresponding object's location. This function is 
performed by a system component called the "finder" 
by Fowler [3]. The finder's operation includes "path 
compression", i.e. the elimination of chains of indirect 
references, via multiple ERT /ODTs. This s benefi
cial to both the mutator's and the garbage detector's 
performance. Conversely, the finder benefits the col
lection of garbage location information. 

Object deletion and migration, and space crashes, 
are handled transparently by the object finder. 

Attempting to find an object possibly located in a 
disconnected space may be delayed until that space 
either reconnects or terminates. 

Object finding is accelerated by using location in
formation maintained in the ERTs. Finding an ex
isting object, based on a reference, succeeds even if 
the available information is stale, because if an object 
has migrated, a forwarding information remains be
hind. In turn, up-to-date location information from 
the finder is used to update the information in ERTs, 
making operation of the detectors more efficient. 

4.2 Object Migration 

The migration of objects is correctly suported by 
the our protocol, accessibility of migrating object is 
enforced by updating ODTs and ERTs in a conser
vative way. Precisely, whenever an object is about 
to migrate, a potential reference is created toward the 
target space. Thus any local reference to the migrated 
object remains consistent. 

For instance, consider some object x which migrates 
from space A to B. There may exist references toward 
x (in space A, or from any other space into A). There
fore, we consider a potential reference is created from 
A to x in space B. Before transmitting the message 
containing x from A, we have to create an entry in 
ERTA for that object. 

When the message is received by B, a potential 
reference exists from A to B; create an entry in 0 DT B, 
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before delivering the message to the mutator. 

That object x may itself contain a reference to an 
other object y. Then, in addition to the migration 
protocol above, we execute the normal procedure for 
transmitting @y from A to B. If any indirections form, 
they will be eliminated by the finder. 

4.3 Removing Inter-spaces Cycles of 
Garbage 

Since our distributed protocol is based on reference 
counting, it fails to collect cycles. A separate subpro
tocol deals with inter-space cycles of garbage. A sim
ple solution [1] is to migrate the cycle to a single space, 
where it will be collected by the normal operation of 
local GC. Moving objects converts a inter-spaces cycle 
to an intra-space cycle which will be collected as soon 
as the space is garbage collect. This has the desirable 
property of improving locality. However, this method 
may not be suitable for distributed system. Moving 
an object can be expensive, especially if spaces belongs 
to an heterogeneous net. Since some objects cannot 
migrate, not all dead cycles are guaranteed to be col
lected. 

An alternative is Hughes' algorithm (described in 
2). Nevertheless, the collection of distributed cycles is 
completely disabled during the time that even a sin
gle processor is disconnected (i.e. communication is 
impossible with it). To compensate for each alterna
tive's drawbacks, in our implementations we plan to 
combine them both. If the migration strategy failed 
to collect inter-spaces cycles, we will use Hughes algo
rithm. 

5 Fault Tolerance 

Our DGD protocol is fault-tolerant : precisely, 
space crashes or communication failures do not lead 
to an inconsistent state w.r.t our DGD protocol. In 
particular, the liveness and the safety properties re
main effective in spite of unreliable communication. 
Our fault-tolerant DGD protocol, however does not 
make applications fault-tolerant. A fault-tolerant ap
plication benefits from its fault-tolerant aspect : it 
preserves accessibility to remote objects. 

We first describes how our DGD deals with commu
nication failures : duplicated, lost, out-of-order mes
sages. Then we consider space crashes and their con
sequences on our protocol. 

5.1 Communication Failures 

Duplication of a message causes no problem w.r.t 
our DG D protocol. Its only effect will be to redo the 
same action twice. Garbage detection protocol actions 
are idempotent. 

In contrast, lost messages is a real issue. An appli
cation message can be lost forever (i.e it never reaches 
its target space) due for instance to a networking par
tition. To address this issue, our protocol requires 
that any reference sends to a remote space is first reg
istered in our ODT. This earlier registration in ODT 
may generates table inconsistency : an ODT entry 
without any corresponding entry in an ERT. In order 
to maintain the the liveness property of our DGD pro
tocol, spaces exchange periodically background mes
sages (ERT messages) containing a subset of the ERT 
table. Each subset is composed of all stub referencing 
the same remote space. But to keep the scalability 
property of the DGD protocol, ERT messages are not 
broadcasted. In contrast, they are only send to refer
enced spaces. In other words, a space A will only send 
ERT messages to those spaces which, either currently 
appear in ERTA, or were recently removed from it. 
This is not enough, since after the last reference to 
some space B is removed, B might never receive ERT 
messages from A and hence never collect the corre
sponding ODT entry. To deal with this tricky case, 
when a space suspects to hold an useless ODT entry 
it asks for an ERT message to the corresponding re
mote space. 

The assumption of instantaneous message transmis
sion allows a total event ordering. When some space 
A receives a message from space B all messages sent 
in the opposite way, from A to B, have been either re
ceived or are lost. When message transmission takes 
no zero time, as in real distributed systems, this total 
ordering is lost. The delivery delay must be taken into 
account in a distributed GC. The problem is quite sim
ple : whenever a message containing a reference ( cre
ation message) is concurrent to an ERT message, the 
order of delivery is not equivalent. If the ERT mes
sage is delivered wher�as the creation message is still 
in transit, the ERT message must be ignored. In order 
to detect messages in transit we timestamp events at a 
space from a local, monotonically increasing "clock". 
Each transmitted rfiessages is stamped with the value 
of the clock on transmission. Furthermore each ODT 
entry is stamped with the clock value of the last cor
responding message sent. 

Finally, each stub keeps the the vector of highest 
timestamps (HTS) received from each other space. 
Moreover, ERT messages carry HTS value correspond-
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ing to the target space. Thus, ERT messages are con
sidered valid if HTS value is bigger or equal to ODT's 
timestamp. In other words, if no messages are in tran
sit between these two spaces. 

Our use of timestamps to guard against possibly 
in-transit references works well if communication are 
FIFO : if messages are received in the order they are 
sent. With a small extension, our protocol can tolerate 
some amount of non-FIFO ordering. The only use of 
FIFO ordering is the rejection criterion for removal 
messages in case a reference is in transit. An out-of
order message could invalidate this criterion. 

5.2 Space Crashes 

We assume crashes are fail-stop, therefore the only 
consequence of a crash is temporary disconnection, 
loss of volatile memory and halt of computation. Ob
jects and references stored only in volatile memory dis
appear; objects and references in non-volatile memory 
persists across crashes and become active again when 
space recovers and reconnects. The problem is to en
sure that ERTs and ODTs remain consistent through 
the crash and recovery, that garbage detection contin
ues to behave correctly and that no object, which is 
reachable after the recovery are incorrectly believed to 
be garbage during the crash. 

When a persistent space recovers, its ODT persists 
and continues to contain a superset of its remotely 
reachable objects. Unused ERT entries will be recov
ered by the next of the local garbage collector. There
fore the DGD does continue to detect garbage. 

When a volatile space crashes, all information 
about the objects that it contains is lost, in particular 
its ODT and its ERT. Moreover indirections crossing 
this space are lost and can lead to reclaim non-garbage 
objects. To solve this case we plan to keep ODT and 
ERT in stable storage. But this is clearly too expen
sive in the common case. Therefore we are considering 
an hierarchal design for the Soul implementation. We 
distinguish three levels of reliability. At the bottom 
level each address space map a space. Communica
tion are assumed to be reliable and instantaneous. At 
the middle level, each processor in a local network 
is a space. Communication is unreliable and non
instantaneous, but the number and names of spaces 
are static and well-known. At this level, exhaustive 
search of objects is acceptable. Communication be
tween networks is managed by "gateway" processors. 
The ODT of a gateway is modified atomically and 
backed in stable storage. The third level is the long
haul net. Indirections are eliminated aggressively at 

this level; a reference is not delivered to the applica
tion until all indirections have been eliminated. 

6 Conclusion 

In recent years, a new organization has emerged for 
operating systems, in which a "micro-kernel" provides 
only the basic functions of memory management, pro
cess scheduling and communications. More elaborate 
services are implemented as specialized servers. 

We think distributed GC should be considered as 

a valuable basic functions of systems: GC simplifies 
programming, and it simplifies system design. 

But it is not straightforward to perform efficient 
GC in a distributed environment. A good candidate 
must fulfill at least this set of requirements: 

• The algorithm should execute in. parallel on many
spaces.

• The algorithm should tolerate space crashes and
unreliable communication. In particular, if the
GC algorithm required global synchronization, it
would stop if some space becomes unreachable.

• The algorithm must scale to large architectures.

Our protocol fulfills these requirements. It is based 
on any standard local tracing garbage collector. It is 
simple and deals gracefully with common error occur
rences of real distributed systems. 

This protocol has still to be tested in practice. Two 
implementations are under way. The first one proto
types the protocol on a multiprocessor Lisp system. 
We have currently achieved the implementation it
self and we begin to fake failures and make perfor
mances measurements. In addition to the protocol 
described above, this implementation deals with ob
ject replication. The second is for the multiprocessor 
object-support database system EOS, being specified 
at IN RIA project Sabre. 
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